This is where I feel at home.
Heat pump systems for generations

www.idm-energie.com

THE ENERGY FAMILY

Good friends with Nature.

Our most important family member is Nature.

Energy from the environment doesn't need to be bought:
it is a gift from Nature. With the earth, water, air and
sun as the heat carriers.

IDM only uses energy that is already present on our planet. Our heat pump systems utilise the four
elements of earth, water, air and sun. We do not interfere with the environment in obtaining this
energy, instead we allow natural forces to work for us. The benefit to you as a customer: you save a
lot of money and are therefore contributing to preserving our planet at the same time.

Energy from the environment

Four elements

Brine circuit

Equipment circuit
Evaporator

Compressor

Hot water circuit
Condenser

Air
Even the air you breathe can be used as a source of energy. An
IDM air source heat pump uses the solar energy stored in the air
for heating.

Water
Groundwater at a temperature of at least +10°C is flowing
underneath your garden. This constant heat can be conveyed
directly into the IDM heat pump.
Earth, outside air, groundwater

Heat pump

Room heating and hot water

Stored energy from the environment

Heat transfer and temperature rise

Usable heat

The Terra heat pump works using the same principle as a refrigerator: refrigerators take heat from food and release
it into the room through the back of the unit. In the same way, a heat pump obtains heat from air, water or the earth
and pumps this to a temperature level required to heat a house.

Freedom through air – water – sun – earth
Energy from the environment gives you independence:
Using alternative energy means you are free of traditional energy carriers and the associated price fluctuations. Because as long as the sun is shining, there is water and air, and the earth is acting as a heat
accumulator, you have reliable energy suppliers. This means you are assured for the future that no-one
can switch off your supply and you won't be sitting in the cold or suffering from the heat. With the IDM
power family you can have easy-to-use, future-proof and cost-effective heating and cooling.
This preser ves our natural resources, because heat pumps do not generate emissions. Flexibilit y is
also guaranteed: with around 150 different system solutions, IDM offers a wide range of high qualit y
equipment in the areas of heat pumps, fresh hot water preparation and solar thermals.
In short: you are independent, self-reliant and free of worry. And you are not the only one that benefits;
your children and grandchildren benefit, too!

Sun
The sun is a massive bundle of energy at 5500°C on the surface. IDM solar systems use this incredible power to generate
energy.

Earth
99% of the Earth's mass is at a temperature of over 1000°C.
Even at a depth of 20 m, the temperature is a constant 10°C
or higher, and this is what you can exploit with a IDM ground
heat pump.

Groundwater

Earth probes

Earth collectors

Heating & cooling

A climate of wellbeing for the modern family.

Winter

Whether heat in the winter or cooling on hot summer days: with the innovative development of the IDM heat pump, you have a constant climate of wellbeing throughout
the entire year. This is because your heat pump can not only heat, it can also provide
cooling.

Environmental
energy at zero
cost

Cosy warmth for cold winter evenings.
Comfortably warm: our heat pumps heat large areas in floor or wall heating systems. Even at low
heating temperatures and the associated energy
savings, your rooms remain constantly and cosily
warm.
Natural and clean: our modern heat pumps function
on site without emissions. No soot, no smoke, no wood
dust can impair the air. If the heat pump is operated
using green energy (e.g. hydrogen, photovoltaics),

Drive energy

Extreme savings: heat and energy from Nature are available to you free of charge – a benefit that really pays off:
4 x environmental energy + 1 x electricity =
5 x heating

4 x environmental energy + 1 x electricity = 5 x heating

Thank you, Sun!
The sun supports heat pumps not only because it heats up the earth. The combination of photovoltaic power and heat
pumps is particularly cutting edge. The NAVIGATOR processes information from the PV and optimises energy consumption
with PV power using the Navigator Pro 2.0 energy manager by up to 60%!

IDM Heat Pumps
+ IDM NAVIGATOR Pro 2.0
+ PV-Solar-Log™ monitoring
+ Photovoltaic modules

to a heat pump. Well fitted underfloor heating increases the efficiency of the system. That
means you save even more electricity.

> 60 % own consumption
> 75 % autarkic

Refreshing cooling for hot summer days.

Passive cooling: with a minimum amount of work,
living areas remain comfortably cool, even on hot
summer days. The temperature from the ground is
transferred directly to the underfloor or wall-mounted heating system. It is no longer necessary to add
a separate air conditioning system.

Direct cooling

the entire process of energy acquisition is entirely
emissions-free and CO2-neutral. This ensures that the
natural resources will still be available for us to use
in the future.

Low temperature heating is the perfect addition

In summer, too, energy from the ground is used to
keep your living area at a comfortable temperature.
Two versions are available: passive cooling, which
offers exceptional energy-saving capabilities, and
the extremely powerful active cooling system.

Summer

Active cooling: the heat pump works with the cooling and pumps summer heat into the ground. Here
this heat energy is stored ready for the colder periods.
Your double benefit: even as you are staying cool,
you are providing heating energy for the winter.
With traditional heat carriers, this is simply unthinkable.

Fresh hot water

Bathing fun for large and small.
IDM heat pumps not only heat rooms, but also provide fresh hot water – hygienically
clean. With hot gas charging technology (HGL), a temperature of up to 62 °C can be
achieved. HGL also provides a comfortable room temperature when you get out of the
hot shower.
You will soon see: with hot gas charging technology from IDM, showering will become
one of your family's favourite pastimes.

The Lanser Hof spa hotel uses the clean, fresh hot water from the IDM Hygienik for all their hot water.

Saving costs:

Comfort through hygiene

The IDM heat pumps with HGL offer not only dou-

The Hygienik is a 2-in-1 layer accumulator: hot

ble the comfort, but also helps to save additional

heating water is available for heating the drinking

sources of energy and the associated costs. This is

water in the upper section. In the lower section is

because this innovative technology is very sparing

HGL
Flow 62°C

the buffer accumulator for low-temperature heat-

with your energy. It divides the energy appropria-

Flow 35°C

ing. When the hot water in the shower, basin or

tely:

washing machine is switched on, an external plate

Fresh
Hot water

Return 30°C
Cold water

exchanger transfers the heat from the heating sys• 85% of the energy goes into the heating circuit

tem water to the drinking water; fast and hygienic.

at 35°C.
• The second part reaches up to 62°C and is available for hot water preparation via the Hygienik.

Long-lasting:
Thanks to the buffer accumulator and HGL, the
heat pump is switched on and off less frequently.
This extends the service life of the compressor.

The benefits to you: you use the energy from the

The Hygienik à-la-carte service provides fresh hot water in

heat pump twice, you have no issues with Legionel-

seconds. Only the actual amount of water required is ever

la, and you can shower or bathe in complete re-

heated, without storing any hot water. This prevents the

laxation.

formation of microorganisms such as Legionella and other
bacteria.

Ground source heat pumps

TERRA SW Complete HGL 6/8/10/13/17 kW

A gift from Mother Earth.

• Controlled HGL technology for
maximum hot water convenience and a long lifecycle

The Earth is a massive energy storehouse. And we are sitting right on top of
it. IDM Terra heat pumps with HGL technology exploit this energy using depth
probes or flat collectors. Heating in the winter, cooling in the summer – and
hot water the whole year round.

• High COP of 4.8 guarantees
low energy consumption
• Sound Reduction System SRS
for silent operation

A Terra heat pump from IDM is your very own power plant in your garden.
When energy prices are increasing to dizzying heights, you remain unaffected.

• NAVIGATOR control system to
optimse energy consumption
and convenience

Simple installation in confined spaces

760

150

Around the house is a flat collector
which supplies the Terra heat pump
with sufficient energy for heating and
hot water.

620

e.g. 1.000 at Hygienik 825

Thanks to the small required installation space,
the TERRA SW Complete HGL ground source heat
pump and Hygienik storage unit are easily installed. You may also decide to install the unit in a
storage or hobby room as the heat pump does
not require fire prevention mechanisms. For more
details please refer to the installation instructions
or your IDM installer.

min. 600

min. 600

Deep drilling

Flat collector

Ground energy with deep drilling:
A ground heat probe made from plastic pipes takes up free heat energy when the brine passes through. The probe
reaches temperatures of around 0°C. This energy is used in the heat pump circuit to evaporate the refrigerant.
Energy from the sun and rain using flat collectors:
• Brine: several hundred metres of plastic piping are laid 1.5 - 2 metres underneath the ground. The free ground
heat is utilised by circulating an antifreeze solution.

TERR A t ype
TERRA SW Complete (HGL)
Brine circuit heat pump with
R410A at B0/W35
TERRA SW Complete (HGL)
Ground water heat pump with
R410A at W10/W35

Heating capacit y

1

Power consumption
COP

1

Power consumption

SW 8 C
(HGL) (P)

SW 10 C
(HGL) (P)

SW 13 C
(HGL) (P)

SW 17 C
(HGL) (P)

kW
kW

5.83 kW

7.56 kW

10.58 kW

13.36 kW

17.18 kW

1.31 kW

1.66 kW

2.20 kW

2.78 kW

3.64 kW

4.45

4.55

4.80

4.80

4.72

kW

7.11 kW

9.80 kW

12.90 kW

17.52 kW

21.50 kW

1

kW

1.30 kW

1.67 kW

2.20 kW

2.77 kW

3.70 kW

5.46

5.86

5.86

6.29

5.81

1

Dimensions (WxDxH)

mm

622x762x1330

622x762x1330

622x762x1330

622x762x1330

622x762x1330

Weight with controlled HGL technology and Complete

kg

-

200

210

215

220

Weight without HGL
Power Supply

• Direct evaporation: the flat collector with direct evaporation is especially cost-effective. The refrigerant circulates directly
through horizontal, plastic-coated copper pipes laid in the ground at a depth of 1.5 - 2 metres. The "evaporator“ for the heat
pump is therefore located in your own garden. The heat transfer from the brine circuit to the refrigerant is not required.

SW 6

1

Heating capacit y
COP

1

Unit

1: according to EN14511 with 5K splay bet ween flow and return

kg

130

140

150

155

160

V/Hz

three phase
400/50

single phase
230/50 or three
phase 400/50

single phase
230/50 or three
phase 400/50

single phase
230/50 or three
phase 400/50

three phase
400/50

Air source heat pumps - indoor & outdoor installation

TERRA ML Complete 6-8/9/8-13/11-18 kW
• Output modulation with CIC technology for a
lower energy consumption

Split air heat pumps.

• Sound Reduction System SRS

Split air heat pumps use outside air as a heat source. You are provided with an
outdoor unit with fan, evaporator and compressor which is connected via copper
cables to the indoor unit and in addition only one heat exchanger (compressor)
and heat pump as well as storage for hygienic water heating. All current IDM
split air heat pumps are modulating i.e. they adapt their performance to the ambient heating requirements.

Benefits of a modulating IDM air heat pump

You naturally need a higher heating capacity in your home during a cold winter compared with during
spring, summer or autumn. The TERRA ML modulating air-heat pump takes this into account and, for instance in the TERRA ML 6-8 Complete variant, outputs between 2 and 8 kW

Innovation

• Performance modulated heat pump: the colder it gets, the more heat performance is required by your
home. Thanks to performance modulation the heat pump precisely adapts to the current demands. Energy
is saved and your comfort increases.
• Suitable for Smart Grids: for intelligent use of in-house photovoltaic energy or low energy tariffs

Efficiency

• Optimised seasonal performance by electronic feed and patented CIC technology
• Stand-by mode: disconnection of all electrical consumers
• Highly efficient heating pump fitted

Comfort

• Simple and versatile operation with the Navigator® control system
• Remote maintenance and control via bus, Internet and app
• Heating, cooling and hygienic hot water provided by the IDM system technology

Sound reduction system (SRS)
We optimised the air flow in the TERRA ML Complete by installing a cuttingedge evaporator and fan with HyBlade technology.

• Cooling as standard
• NAVIGATOR control system to optimise energy
consumption and convenience
• Very small installation space required and
simple installation
• Controlled HGL technology for maximum hot
water convenience and a long service life
Heating output

Overcapacity of a
conventional heat
pump

Bivalent demand of
a conventional heat
pump

Capacity of a
conventional heat
pump

Heat requirements of
a building

Outside
temperature

-15°C

-10°C

-5°C

Technical data in compliance with EN 14511.
measured at nominal rotation speed

0°C

UNIT

5°C

10°C

15°C

20°C

TERRA ML 6-8 Complete

TERRA ML 9 Complete

TERRA ML 8-13 Complete (HGL)

TERRA ML 11-18 Complete (HGL)

Output range

kW

2-8

4-11

3-13

5-18

Heat output for A2/W35 (max. speed)

kW

7.23

10.99

13.89

17.62

Heat output for A2/W35

2

kW

5.50

9.02

8.24

11.48

Heat output for A7/W35

2

kW

6.90

10.45

9.48

14.72

kW

4.27

8.45

6.30

9.90

kW

1.59

2.64

2.04

3.15

3.47

3.42

4.04

3.64
12.15

Heat output for A-7/W35

2

Power consumption for A2/W35
COP at A2/W35

2

Cooling capacity at A35/W18
EER at A35/W18

2

2

kW

2

External unit dimensions WxDxH

mm

7.10

8.22

9.88

4.01

4.92

4.32

4.02

950x370x943

950x370x1350

1433x616x1005

1433x616x1005

Weight of external unit

kg

67

120

218

224

Complete internal unit dimensions WxDxH

mm

600x865x1800

600x865x1800

600x865x1800

600x865x1800

Weight of Complete internal unit

kg

185

185

191

192

Complete HGL internal dimensions WxDxH

mm

-

-

610x353x1237

610x353x1237

Weight of Complete HGL internal unit
Sound pressure level
Power supply

1

kg

-

-

75

76

dB(A)

28

33

35

39

V/Hz

single phase 230/50

single phase 230/50

three phase 400/50

three phase 400/50

Air source heat pumps - indoor installation

TERRA IL Complete 7/9/11 kW

Compact air heat pumps
• Controlled HGL technology for maximum hot water
convenience and a long service life

Compact air heat pumps for interior installations are described as compact since
all heat pump components are housed together. These hot air pumps use exterior
air as the heat source too They are easy to install and almost invisible in the case
of interior installation.

• High COP of 4.23 for low energy consumption
• Sound Reduction System SRS for silent operation
• NAVIGATOR control system to optimise energy
consumption and convenience

A high performance device that is easy to use, requires little space and works
extremely efficiently: The TERRA IL is an air heat pump that operates contentedly
in the corner of a house and offers a comforting supply of hot water with a 300l
Hygienik tank. The verified COP of 4.23 means a low electricity bill and the
NAVIGATOR control system ensures the TERRA IL Complete is Smart Grid, Smart
Web and Smartphone compatible.

•
•
•
•

Independently tested top COP 4.23 according to EN 14511
for low power consumption
EHPA seal of approval demonstrates quality
Smart Grid ready: for intelligent use of in-house photovoltaic energy or low energy tariffs

7+
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Installation in a garage
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Innovation

• Very small installation space required and
simple installation

A very small installation space is
required on the inside and the unit
is almost invisible from the outside merely the two weather protection
grilles indicate the position of the heat
pump.

Efficiency
•
•
•

Optimised seasonal performance by electronic feed
Stand-by mode: disconnection of all electricity consumers
Integrated high-efficiency pumps for brine and heating (HGL Complete)

Comfort
•
•
•
•

Simple and versatile operation with the Navigator® control system
Remote maintenance and control via bus, Internet and app
Heating, cooling and hygienic hot water with one system
Optimised for refurbishment projects. The system can be integrated into existing heat sources and
can produce high temperatures.

Technical data in compliance with EN 14511

UNIT

TERRA IL 7 Complete

TERRA IL 9 Complete

Heat output for A2/W35

kW

6.65

9.47

TERRA IL 11 Complete
10.92

Heat output for A7/W35

kW

7.79

10.95

13.66

Heat output for A-7/W35

kW

5.12

7.42

9.18

Power consumption for A2/W35

kW

1.64

2.24

2.72

4.05

4.23

4.02

kW

8.27

11.61

15.17
3.62

COP at A2/W35
Cooling capacity at A35/W18

3.63

3.63

Weight

EER at A35/W18
kg

310

315

317

Dimensions HxWxD

mm

1830x910x780

1830x910x780

1830x910x780

External sound power level

dB(A)

54

60

64

External sound power level at a distance of 10 m

dB(A)

29

35

39

Internal sound power level at a distance of 1 m

dB(A)

37

42

44

V/Hz

single phase 230/50
or three phase 400/50

single phase 230/50
or three phase 400/50

single phase 230/50
or three phase 400/50

Power Supply

Air source heat pumps - outdoor installation

TERRA AL Twin 17/24/32 kW

Air heat pumps with high output
Air heat pumps with their high output values are an attractive alternative
also for larger objects. The new IDM TERRA AL Twin is a very good example
with its compact, low design, it is suitable for outdoor setup. In light of the
high air throughput at heating output values of 20 kW and more, setting the
system up outdoors is far easier to implement than setting it up indoors as
the required air ducts are not necessary.

• High COP of 4.64 for low energy consumption
• Sound Reduction System SRS for silent operation
• NAVIGATOR control system to optimise energy
consumption and convenience
• Two compressors for output adaptations
and a low energy consumption

Exclusively the controls are located in a separate control cabinet indoors to
protect them from weather conditions. Such air heat pumps allow the installation of systems with up to 100 kW in cascades.

• 17 - 32 kW
• 2-stage design
• Demand-based output 		
adaptation with
2 compressors
• Allows cooling
• Low design height
• Integrated heat pump 		
management
NAVIGATOR® 1.7

Technical data in compliance with EN 14511

UNIT

Compressors/cooling circuits

• Pure outdoor installation

TERRA AL 24 Twin

TERRA AL 32 Twin

2/1

Heat output for A2/W35

[kW]

17.24

23.68

31.56

Heat output for A7/W35

[kW]

21.67

29.17

38.51

Power consumption for A2/W35

[kW]

4.23

5.85

7.87

Power consumption for A7/W35

[kW]

4.43

5.98

7.99

COP at A2/W35

4.08

4.05

4.01

COP at A7/W35

4.89

4.88

4.82

Heating output at A2/W35 (1 stage)

[kW]

10.26

13.09

18.55

Power consumption at A2/W35 (1 stage)

[kW]

2.21

2.84

4.07

4.64

4.62

4.56

26.31

35.86

45.00

3.87

3.89

3.81

dB(A)

41.9

44.5

50.8

mm

1199x1950x925

COP at A2/W35 (1 stage)
Cooling capacity at A35/W18

[kW]

EER at A35/W18

• Control system for 		
protection against the 		
elements

TERRA AL 17 Twin

Sound power level at a distance of 10 m
Dimensions HxWxD
Weight
Power Supply

1399x1950x925

kg

430

575

590

V/Hz

single phase
230/50 or three
phase 400/50

three phase
400/50

three phase
400/50

We take care of your wellbeing.
Leading technology from IDM. Know-how from installers.

CONTACT:

IDM-HEADQUARTERS
IDM ENERGIESYSTEME GMBH

THE ENERGY FAMILY

S e blas 16 – 18, A-9971 M atrei in Ost tirol
Phone: +43(0)4875.6172 - 0
Fa x:
+43(0)4875.6172 - 85
E-mail: t e am@idm-e ne rgie.at

w w w. i d m - e n e r g i e . c o m
IDM SALES PARTNER
Innasol Ltd.

Reig at e B ar n, L angf ord Ro a d
Wick ham Bisho ps, Essex CM8 3J G
phone: +4 4.1621.892613
E-mail: inf o@innas ol.co m
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